
1/ Whiskey from the Barrels
The 4 barrels at the back bar are not merely decorations ;)

At Ikebukuro, only in the BAR ACE can you enjoy 4 types of whiskey stored in these 
special barrels!


1500yen ~ (tax included)

2/ Scotch Whiskey 
The diversified whiskey bottles that are lined up at the back bar.

With the wide range of choices, there must be one that you would like :)

Please feel free to tell us your preferred brands, as we will recommend one for you 
accordingly!

1450yen ~ (tax included)

3/ Tea Cocktail
Not only the ordinary types of tea, but also Herb Tea, Fruit Tea, etc. What makes these 
cocktails more tasty is that they are actually made with real tea leaves  !!

Let’s enjoy your time here with various “TEA”s !!

1600yen ~ (tax included)

4/ Infusion Cocktail
 Fruit soaked in spirits
 The simple but recommended ways to drink are mixing with tonic water or fiz
 Other possible arrangements (and they are equivalently GREAT): Short Style / 

Collaboration with Tea Cocktail

5/ Fresh Fruit Cocktail
Made with seasonal fresh fruit, delicious cocktails are here for you :) (may require your 
patience as it takes time to prepare)

1800yen ~ (tax included)



6/ Marienhof’s Liqueur
Produced traditionally in Germany, the high-quality liqueur is nice to be drunk straight.

What’s more, because of its reputable exceptional quality, they are even called the "Liquid 
Jewel" and "Drinkable Perfume" !!

1750yen ~ (tax included)

7/ Bourbon, Brandy, Rum, Tequila
Most of the main bottles at the BAR ACE are Scotch Whiskey, but isn’t it great to have 
these liquors sometimes as well?

Having them together with a cigar is also a perfect choice

8/ Standard Cocktail
If you have a favourite cocktail or the one that you would love to try, please don’t hesitate 
to order it!

9/ Espresso
Served with liqueurs and sweet cocktails… or/and a perfect digestif choice to cap off your 
happy & fun drinking time here ;)


